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Theatre
,'
department says gentle goodbye to ghostly Diana.
l
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HENTHEARTS-DRAMADepart~/\
ment moves from its present
, '
facilities in the Music-Drama
Building and the Subal Theatre to the
Morrison Center in mid-December, it wiil
leave behind a building with a long history,
many memories and a ghost.
'. The Music-Drama building was one of
the, three original buildings on campus .
. Fritz Hommel designed the building in
1940. It was the student tin ion building
· until 1967• when the current SUB was built.
The upstairs area was aballroom until 1968
when the ballroom was converted to a small
theatre. The namei'Subal," a combination
of SUB and' Ballroomv istuck as· the
theatre's name:
_. .~__..-+hll-Subal ..has ..changed.a.great.deal.from.L
it's original form in '1968. The stage itself
has changed. Jack Warwick, retired PI:Ofessor from BSU, was the chairman of the
·department of communication arts when
the SubaI.Theater
was created.
(The
departments of communications and arts
were considered one until 1970, when they
· were split).
Warwick and his wife,Edith,
were
instrumental in developing the. theater. at
BSU: According to Warwick it was a lonll
struggle to get the Subalfor a theater.
Their original theatre productions were
· performed' in the. music audltorium; or in
.an upstairs double classroom in the library.
The .room' students used as a makeshift
theaterin the library now holds a series of
.
· .•offices.i.. .... ,. ..';..,
~'.,'"
;'~o'!'
.r :
;~: .or.:~·r~:¥Qol'ii'was:n'rtY"'b'ytif'&·rcre.t1i'fj'd·~i;t't'i
~
t· "atioCio"\ls,'~ 'according to warwick, for '\' putting on plays .
•~!
Warwick designed the original stage of
•• the Subal to be much different than the
stage that exists today. He patterned it after
the famed'Stratford Theater of Ontario,
It had two staircases leading up the sides,
· which came to a landing on each side and
went up one flight more to a balcony across
back' center stage .. The' balcony was nine
feet off the stage with a door leading on to
the balcony. There also was a large double
do Of . underneath' the balcony on the stage
itself.
Warwick and his wife recall that they
were "motlier hens" when it came to taking
care of the theater. According' to them,
"When you don't have anything, and have
· to work as hard as we did to get the Subal, '
you'll protect it with your life."
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Ghostly Diana
According to Dr. Charles Lauterbach,
chairman of the Arts-Drama Department,
the ghost, named Diana (or Dina; depending on who you talk to), was a young coed
who had been jilted at a prom held in the
ballioom~She allegedly killed herself in the
upstairs lavatory outside of what is nowthe
The MUlllc·Drama· bulldhtg will. house the Communications-Department·
and KBSU after
theater.'
Theatre Arts moves to the Morrison Center.lllustrati~D
by Fred Fritchman •
. , Eugene B. Chaffee, .who served as
president of Boise Junior College, didn't
. noticed distinetfootprintSon
two of them:
by KelJy Love
recall anvsuicide on campus when interThe student returned and swore she had
The University,News
viewed by The Idaho Statesman in April of
not stepped on the wet paint"Besides; her
1975. He was at the school during the
shoes had a square blunt toe and the
traditional time for such activities andtlllit'
1940's excePt for three years that he' spent.'
footprints showed a pointed toe and small
this would' be the department's
last
"in.theservice.
Hewas sure that had the 'heel.
,
tragedy. taken plaCe while he' was gone',
There are other stories of rappings and ; Halloween with DianalDina, .the goodbye
was fitting. L.atiterbach felt it a littleiroilic
someone would have written him aboutlt. . taJ}pingsin thehalls,shadowsinthelight
that their 'good-bye' fell on the same day
In fact, he had never heard of the Subal : . booth; andlinexplainedstrains
of piano
the earthquake. .
.' .
ghost.
playing "London Bridge-isFalling Down. "
. Lauterbach says it will be nice to get into
,But the stones remain.
"We used to have high school students
the Morrison Center, but he says students
Frank Heise, technical director of the', , that'wouldbring
their sleeping bags and
are more divided. "I've discovered students
Special EventS •Center, sai4 in .the ·1975
spend theirlghtinthe
Suhal'" lo~king for
have a great deal of nostalgia and sentiment
- Statesman,' article that he and a woman
the ghost, says Lauterbach, '..
-'
towards the Subal."
.
,
studentOllce
were. alone in the 'Subal "
Lauterbach, ~thoughQot,neCessarily
a
The theater also has a great deal of
, Theater Building, . pafuting panels for tl·
believer ,says' thatifsheemts;
Diana/Dina
intima~y,'accordingto
him. But the
prcidu~on: They took a break and his
is a 'vcrY beriignghost'.
.
.
limited space Created some problems of its .
companion
left the Toom.· Heise sat,
'.LastFri411Y,Llluteibachandthedepart~
ci\vn. Only 120 people could be seated and
..Iooking.over the horizontal 'panels, towards',· ment planned· a "geJltJegoodbye"., to'.' tbe',
.,the door . Half an ,hour later; .he inspected
Subalghost, With foOd' and drink,' .Lauter- ..
, See sUBAL,on page 11
the panels to see if they were dry,. and. ;bach: .said that since Halloween is tile
"'.,
",,"
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VISTA PAWN SHOP

birth control
pregnancy tests
counseling & referrals
gynecological exam
fees based on income/day and evening clinics

523 Vista Avenue
Boise, ld a h 0 8 370 5
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Call 345-0760
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PEPSI'S PIZZA
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675 Capital Dlvd.
Doise!'• Idaho
342·7995
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Student' Loans Available

4301 FranklinRd.
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Thurs. 4~9_

Sun

11-4
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purchase
while supply
lasts ...
just bring in
this ad

OPEN 4pm -12pm
Phone Orders
Welcome
343-6200
3815 W. State
ClosedTuesday

PIZZA BY
THE SQUARE
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While other brewers continue to
sell beer by the ounce, we sell it

•
•
•
•

FATIGUE PANTS SWEAT SHIRTS
SWEAT PANTS
SLEEVelESS
HOODED
SWEAT SHIRTS
• SWEATERS,
.• RAGWOOL ,
SOX. GLOVES
SCARVES
.WEB BelTS

• T.SHUlTS
.SKIRTS
.SLOP
SHIRTS
.MUSCLE
SHIRTS
• SCRUB
SUITS
• PARACHUTE
PANTS

• CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING
.METAL STORAGE BOXES
.LEATHER BOMBER JACKETS
.LEATHER MOTORCYCLE JACKETS

.....-----.~-------'---.
• Joggers
• Hikers

BY

.

8LEGWARMERS
• LEOTARDS W'TlGHTS
• BACKPACKS
• WATERPROOF GORETEX CLOTHINGG

LAYAWAY
JACKETS
FOR
WINTER
NOWlI
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HAYDEN
.BEVERAGE
ANNOUNCES
THE HIDDEN
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1302 Broadway
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BEVERAGE '..

.'
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.' qOMPANY

.'

• We specialize in all cuts of your favorite
meats for all occasions!!!
Home of
friendly
old
fashioned
service

.CONTEST-

Fondthe hidden "R' in the advertisement.
The lirst three persons to correctlyicentity
the location 01.the ':R" and bring it to The
.University News 2nd tloor SUB.will receive
. a IreeBronco RainierT·shirt.·The "R" is not
onthe label orin a common place.
.
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343 ..3301

9~8Mon. -Sat- Corner of Broadway' & Rossi
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LOOK FOR THE
HIDDEN 'R' WEEKLY
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: Pepsi Cola $1.49 reg.$1.Q9·1 SFood
1
I
I

with coupon
•
.
coupon Expires Nov. 18, '83

t '. - 'e,veryday

low price.

I· . tamps
I Welcome
1
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FALCONHURSTMILK
$1 ;79 gal. ·.J.1
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FRESH CUT MEATSlDOMESTIC
&IMPORTED
BEVERAGES'AllMeats Guaranteed For Tenderness and Flavor!!!!!
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Campus briefs ;Berry ,Bengals top homecoming:
...........................
Earthquake ;~
slides&.lecture·

BSU's 1983 Homecoming week, Nov. 1-7
will include a carnival and dance, talent
show, foot races and concerts by Chuck
Berry and the Philadelphia String Quartet.
On Thursday; at 10:40 a.m., an Alumni
Business Day lecture will be held in the
SPEC. The speaker will be William C.
Douce, chairman and chief executive
officer of Phillips Petroleum Company.
On Thursday a running clinic will be
conducted by Don Zaph in the Bannock
Room of the SUB.
Also on Thursday, beginning at 8 p.rn.,
the Great American Talent' Show will be
held in the SPEC. The show is free to BSU
students. General admission is $1. Talent
acts will include singing, bands and comedy
performaces. Prizes will be awarded that
night to winners, with third place receiving
a $100 gift certificate and second place a
$150 gift certificate. The first place award
had not been determined at press time.
.
'.
.Mr. and Ms. BSU will be announced and
crowned during the talent show intermission.
Judging will be done by students and
A sl'~ial~~l1ege. Care<:tEditi()kofJhe
.. 1'lationar,~usiness .'.EmpIOYlJlent>~eekly, ". ,faculty. Bob Rosenthal will be the show's
emcee.
.gear<:d.to~raduating seni()rs,~ffer~adyice
The Hall of Fame Dinner will be held
on .breakjngi~tgag06dj()b~·;It~pntains
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the Crystal Ballroom
help.wanted~dvertisements.,Jr()m
the
of the Hoff Building. Six honorees, the
.country's: Ieadinirelilployers~'Recruiters
second group inducted into the BSU Hall of
describe what they 100kJor .in .•potential
Fame, will be honored during the dinner.
empioyees.R.ecent
graduates detail'how
The dinner will cost '$15 and starts with
theylanded'on
the.fast.track,
. .
cocktails at 6:30 p.m.
Free ..copies oLthisIlewspaperare.
The year's Hall of Fame inductees are:
available' to seniors'. fromthecoHege
.
Kurt Flisher, a National Junior College
placement office. the National Business
Athletic Association national champion in
Employment Weekly, is a. regular pubthe low hurdles in 1960; Bill Pederson and
licationof Dow Jones & Company ,Inc.,
which also publishes The Wall Street
Journal and Barron's magazine.
Two Boise State University geologists
will give a slide and lecture presentation of
their findings last weekend after the
earthquake in the Mackay-Challis. area at:
7:30p.m; Thursday, Nov. 3, in room 106
of the Liberal Arts Building on campus ..
Jack Pelton and Spencer Wood.vrnembers-of BSU's Geology 'lind Geophysics"
Department,
will show slides oLthe
'dramaticchanges
in geography: around
the fault line' taken just hours after what
they are calling the "Mount
Borah"
earthquake.. They will discuss -the aftershocks in the area andthe potential for
other seismic activity in Idaho. A question.
and ;answer session will follow . the discussion.. '.
'. '.'" .. ": ..;
".' -.
, The public is invited to attend, frc,e of
charge. For-more informa:tion '. con~act· the
depar.tment at 385-16~1.
..; ..;..•....
.

Job.hull.t;in~vve~kl}i---.;;.

Sociology Club is sponsoring a brown.bag-lunch discussion of Friday, Nov'. 4
about the recent events in Grenada' with .
BSU History Professor Dr. Errol Jones.
The discussion starts at 12:30 p.m. in the
• senate chambers, and the public is invited
to attend,
.

Speech team places
Recent competitions in Walla Walla,
Wash. and Northern
California
have
yielded awards for BSU's speech team,
In Walla Walla Diana Mannila placed
third in overall competition, winning the
first of three points necessary for national
speech finals qualification. Dawn Gaines
captured a second place in poetry while
Richard Wright and lngred Nordberg
earned a fourth place in' Duo Interpretation.·
..
In the Northern California competition
Wright placed second in poetry and
Mannilaplaced
second in oratory. Together they placed second in duo interpretation, tying them for. overall second
place in the competition ..

Researchpr()graIIi~
Argonne National Labon\tol)' ,one,()f.
the U.S. DepartlllenFofEI1~~gy~s:~ajor<
research c~nters,off~rs ~pportuniti~s!tllich,
year .'for ';college/uniyer~ity" .fllcultY;:and;'
· students. to paiticipatei?th~I:'~J>Qrllt()xt'S
, ongoingreseaichprogr\Ulls.,}?~~iPllj~().xb
· by,faculty.tU1dstude?tsi~:tlje!~all~~~t9ry's'
,.resear.ch prograIllS)s<,!1.,m~J.()r ;1l<:t,lY1W"
involving,appto"ill1at~ly()ne~9":~~~~:
JacultYlJlembers~dfivehun4f~~tu~ents
· annually!iJ?aculfyaJ.ld.;stp~e~tre,&Cllr~~,..
collaboration
is poSs~~I~1U,th~,:bll.Sl.C,
Physicalan:dLiftlScil:nces'M~tl,1~ili.a~i:~"
ComputerScience.and!Eng~n.e~9tlg,<as
well as> in a' variety. of applie4',r<:sCllrrll
programs relating tOC()alfGon~erya.~ioll'
Environmel1tallmpact'AAdTe~nology,
Fission,.Ftision,~nclS()larEilergy;f()~
mOfeirifcirn1ation,.c6ntactt~e
Gar~er .
'Planning, &.Placement' Ofnc~;. ~(),?m "l23'
Administration building: .
..
'.;,',
:',
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Chuck Berry, the father of rock and roll,
will appear Saturday
Bud Johnson,
both NJCAAnational
. wrestling champions in 1963; Dick Nelson,
a 1947 first-team All- American football
player; Dr. Richard Gardner, who is now
beginning his 25th year as team physician
for the Broncos; and the first woman
inductee,
Elain Elliott,
a four-year
(1974-77) basketball starter and record
holder at BSU.
The SPB also has scheduled a political
film festival for homecoming. Two films
will be shown on Friday at 7 and 8:30 p.rn.
and another on Sunday at 7 p.m, in room
112 of the Education Building. Friday's
films will be El Salvador and Atomic Cafe.
Sunday's film will be The Battle of Chi/e.
Saturday's activities begin with a Bronco
Boot Fun Run at 9:30 a.m., with registration at 8:30 a.rn. There will be two races,
one of·2 miles and the other 10 kilometers
(6.2 miles).

Quake shakes campus calm

Grenada discussion.

·c

The races are coed and are broken into
various age groups to include any age. The
first place male and female finishers in the
lO·kilometer race will receive a $100 pair of
cowboy boots. Winners of all age groups
will receive certificates and there will be
drawings for prizes. All runners receive a
Boot Fun Run T-shirt. The cost is $7 if
registered by Wednesday or $9 if registered
on race day.
Both races begin at the Varsity Center.
Entry forms are at the SUB, local sports
stores and health' centers, the dorms and
several major corporation offices,
At 11 a.m, on Saturday, the "World's
Largest Tailgate Party" will be held at the
east end of Julia Davis Park. Complimentary drinks will be served and quarterpound hot dogs will be sold for 50 cents
each.
The Homecoming football game against
Idaho State University's Bengals begins at
1:30 p.m, Saturday.
Chuck Berry will present a concert and
dance at 7:30 p.m. Saturday evening. The
concert will be held at the Pavilion with an
open dance floor in addition to seating.
Tickets are $8.50 with a $1' discount
available to students at the Pavilion Ticket
Office .
Winding up the homecoming week will
be a performance of the famed Philadelphia String Quartet on Monday, Nov. 7,
at 8 p.m. in the SPEC. The quartet will
perform Joseph Haydn's' String Quartet in
G Major, Opus 54, No. I, Sergei Prokoev's
String Quartet in F Major, Opus 92, No.2
and Ludwig van Beethoven's
String
Quartet in F Minor, Opus 95, No. 11.
Tickets are $3 for BSU students and $6
general admission and are available at -the
SUB, Dunkley's and 0'Alessandros.

by Edith Decker
. The University News

'<.'>

Within hours after Friday's earthquake i
struck central Idaho, four professors and
over 70 students from the university
geology department had left by plane,
helicopter, car and truck to survey the
damage surrounding its epicenter between
Challis and Mackay.
Most have returned to campus by now
but several remain, setting up seismic
monitors that will record the aftershocks,
.expected to occur for months, andmeasuring the degreeof displacement of the earth
caused by the largest quake, 6.9 on the
Richtor scale, to hit the lower 48 states in 24
years.
For Idaho geologists, it was the single
most important event to occur in the state
since the Great Bonneville Flood over
10,000 years ago.
But for most students, faculty and staff
at BSU, the quake created an atmosphere
of comic drama and amused disbel'cf.
One student, just getting out of bed at
the time, reported thinking he had a
hangover, but couldn't remember drinking
anything the night before.
Another told The University News
reporters,
with amusement,
of seeing
. members of the BSU football team pouring
~t~~r~~~h:~~~~~s~se~~~~~~h~~~~,O~~v~~:
an impression of mild panic in their
wake.
For other students the initial reaction ~~
the' swaying of lamps, buildings. and tne
ground was more sinister.
"There was this guy who was screaming,
'It's the Marines. It's because of the
Marinesl' and everyone thought' it· was a .
. nuclear war," another student said.
' Art evangelist who shows up every other
week or so on campus to berate students in
the quad, quickly grabbed his armor of
righteousness and within an hour was
proclaiming from the top of one of the
stone benches in front of the library the
impending doom of mankind ...
Another' §tudent also reported
God's will ii{the quake.
"I'm not going to study any more
because I was studying and I figured it was
God's way of getting me. back," she said.
BSUGeology stqdentsmeuurescarp
SeeQUAKEon~agel1
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The School of Vocational Technical
Education
at BSU offers job-specific
training in fields ranging from the latest in
high technology to the more traditional
auto mechanics and machine-shop skills.
In the following interview, Dr. Donald
V. Healas, dean of the school discusses the
changing roles and goals of the- vo-tech
curriculum.
Q: What distinguishes
the school of
vocational technical education from other
colleges on campus?
A: The major difference, is that we're
driven by the demands of business and
industry, and like the rest of the colleges,
by student needs.
We're accountable to the state Board of
Education and Congress for positive results
__that is, do students get placed in jobs and
are they successful.
Q: In what way are you responsible to
Congress?
A:' In 1963, Congress established
the
Vocational Education Act. Over the years it
has been amended to meet changing
demands, but it provides federal money for
many of our' programs, and thus, they
(Congress) have the strings attached.
On the other hand, we have considerable
flexibility. For example, we're in the
process of developing a robotics program.
Congress didn't say 'go develop a robotics
program,' but this is one of the areas where
we have identified a need and are trying to
satisfy it.
Q: How has the role of the school changed
over the years?
A: I've only been here three years, so I can
only speak to that period (of time), but in
the last three years we've become a more

college of business was (reduced in force)
integral part of the university. For example,
we were able to offer many replacement
we've moved from a director to a dean (at
courses
for the students
enrolled
the head of the school).
there.
We've also had a great relationship'
Q: How does business and industry get
develop between this and other schools. We
involved in your programs?
rely on the School of Arts and Sciences for
A: Every program has a technical advisory
our core curriculum, for example.... Our
committee made up of representatives from
students can get' a regular baccalaureate
a given field. We probably have about 240
degree if they complete 64 hours here and
advisory people on call who help write
then they go over and get 60 hours of core
specs for the faculty, inventory and make
curriculum.
Again, that was industry related. In- _recommendations for equipment and review our course content.
dustry (officials) said that for a person to
They also provide guest speakers for our
become a manager he needed a baccaclasses
and internships for our students.
laureate. And I agree. I think for a person
A good example was our semi-conductor
to be technically advanced they also need
technical program, which was designed in
some grounding in the liberal arts and in
about three months-with the help of .our
business, for example.
advisors. We cleared all the hurdles in a
We've (also) found that students need to
very short time.
know more about economic entrepreneurQ: Your curriculum, obviously, is moving
ship. To do that, we've recommended a
curriculum that emphasizes a more trad- . beyond the traditional 'shop' classes of the
past. Would you contend that, as much as
itional education. So we've wound up
any other college on campus now; that you
developing a true partnership with the other
are on cutting edge of the new emphasis on
schools on campus.
technology?
,
Q: Traditionally, your school has tended to
A: Oh definitely. We're moving into a high
operate in isolation from the rest of the
tech age and our people have to be prepared
campus, and not all of your students go
for that. We're into lasar optics, microbeyond their specialized training to get a
processing,
robotics,
you name it.
baccalaureate. Do you and your students
Computers, for example, are increasingly
actually feel like they are part of the rest of
being used as tools in the areas our students
the university?
are studying so they have to know how to
A: I think that (isolation) is disappearing. It
use them. We're increasingly
getting into
definitely was there. When I first came here
computer-controlled machinery.
we often were described as 'those people
For example, we're in an information
over there.' But I think those lines are
age. We've set up a word processing center,
disappearing. Our faculty for example, are
and we run all our students through it
represented on all major committees on
because we haven't figured out how they
campus, our students are represented in
are not going to be exposed to it.
student government and on student adQ: What are the job opportunities like for
visory boards, and sometimes we can
your students?
supplement
curriculum
in the other
A: Very good. We average about 92 percent
schools. For example, when the two-year
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VlSA«>and Ma.terCard«> Credit Card. Now Available
to Student. through TIIT1ESRVEP1..•• BankActlon Programl
No MInimum Income or Job Requirements.
Savings account and fees required. Mall thIS coupon for complete
Information
send to : TImesaver Headquarters Building 1
.
Student Dept 112276 Wilkins Avenue 1 RockVille .MD 20852
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Working and learning in the Mechanical
Technical
Bldg. Photo
by .Kathleen
Kohlway.
.
placement of those who complete the
coursework and want a job. We try very
hard, so that when our people go out of
here, that they have reached a level of
competency that business and industry
want. We think we've been pretty successful.
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Shortage of math and science teachers predicted
by Jessie Faulkner

The University News
. A national shortage of secondary and
elementary teachers is predicted to occur
within the next ten years.
, That is the consensus of the National
Education Association's (NEA) research
memo, "Teacher Supply and Demand in
Public Schools, 1981-82." Dr. Lamont S.
Lyons, chairman of teacher education and
Dick Rapp, director of the career and
financial services office, agree with that
finding.
.
Based on the present levels of enrollment
in teacher education programs, the shortage will begin to take. effect in 1985. "I'm
optimistic about the job opportunities for
those prepared to teach, says Rapp, "but
I'm a little pessimistic about the society's
ability to meet the needs and to supply
those teachers."
A shortage of secondary math and
science teachers already is occurring.
"There are some every year, particularly
secondary education students with a math
major, who find out that they can make so
much more (money) in business or industry
that they never seek a teaching position,"
says Lyons.
The number of' students enrolling in
teacher education programs nationwide
has declined steadily since the mid-1970's.
The decline can' be attributed to many
causes. One of the foremost is the widely
held belief that an oversupply of teachers
exists. While this was the case in the middle
andearlyl970s,
the situation is changing.
Besides secondary math and science
teachers, demands also are being made for
special education,
bilingual and rural
teachers.
"If theyteducationstudents)
only want
to teach in Boise then they're going to be in
stiff competition," Lyons says. Dr. Tony
Dennis, director ofpersonnel for the Boise
public schools, filled 146 positions for the
1983-84 school year, and only 18 of the new
teachers were recent college graduates
without prior teaching experience.

"I think that if it hadn't been for the
budget cuts caused by the' One Percent
Initiative and the recession, we would have
had a shortage (of teachers) because school
districts in. the last three years have
dramatically
increased the number of
students per cIassin this area," says Lyons.
"Had they been hiring the number of
teachers they had been hiring and keeping
the class load about the same, they would
have had to have many more teachers," he
says.
Linda Cafferty,' a fifth-grade teacher at
Roosevelt School and a.1981 graduate of
BSU's teacher education program, had no
difficulty finding employment in Boise. She
substituted for two years after graduation,
by her own choice, and then took her first
full-time position this fall.
"I know I was extremely lucky, because
most people are finding it very difficult to
get a job right now." But she was
determined to teach. "I've always enjoyed
kids and I've always wanted to work with
kids and to be a teacher."
Statistics from the dean's office of the
school of education indicate that teacher
education graduates are finding employment.
Statistics from the academic year ending
May 1982 indicate that of the 138 graduates
last year, 39 are employed as teachers in
Idaho, seven in the Boise area. Eight of the
graduates are employed out-of-state, 12 in
other jobs, four choose not to teach, five
went to graduate school, six are substitute
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al qualifications and an excellent ability to
get along with children is necessary for the
Montessori system.
Weisnewski suggests as an alternative,
starting your own Montessori school in a
home setting. Montessori training is required, but you can lower overhead costs
by making some of the necessary materials
yourself. While the Montessori principles
are not for everyone, -it is one alternative.
Catholic education is another alternative
to be considered. Employment decisions
are made by the principals
of each
individual school. Within 'Idaho, there are
12 catholic elementary schools and Bishop
Kelly High School in Boise.
Considering
the odds of immediate
employment in teaching, and the predominance of low in-state salaries, determination and dedication seem to be the. key
elements for the teacher education graduate
according to experts in the field. "Virtually
any education graduate who really wants to
teach and is willing to move and work hard
at finding a job, will find a teaching job,"
Rapp says.
,
A few of the qualities necessary for
successful teaching are, according to the
educators interviewed, a real concern for
other people, a love of children, a sense of
organization and structure and ability to
get ideas across efficiently.
"It take's a lot of time," Cafferty says,
"but it is also very rewarding."

teaching, 27 still are looking as of last
contact, two were listed as "other" on the
survey and 17 didnot reply to questionaires
sent by the department.

Pay is low
The present pay level for teachers in
Idaho cannot be ignored. The average
salary for a teacher with a bachelor's degree
and no experience is $12,000 a year.
While there are differences between
districts, Rapp warns, "The beginning
salaries are not the whole story. Some
districts in this state start their teachers
higher than most districts, but if you look
at their salary scale for teachers with five
years. experience, they are way on the low
side."
One of the solutions for the prospective
teacher education graduate is to seek
employment in neighboring states. Nevada
schools offer $3,000 to $5,000 more in
annual wages,according to Lyons. Utah, a
state with a lower cost-of-living in certain
areas, also pays teachers more than Idaho
does.
The private school market should not be
overlooked. Joseph Weisnewski, director
of Tom Thumb Montessori schools in
Boise, predicts rapid expansion for the
Montessori schools in the area during the
next few years. Unlike the public elementary schools, Montessori education stresses
independent thinking and self-reliance,
according to Weisnewski. Good profession-
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Rural teachers needed
Yet rural districts frequently have difficulty filling teaching vacancies. Rapp has,
during the summer, received phone calls
from districts who have teaching jobs, but
he has not been able to find applicants for
those positions.
"If you want to up the odds of getting a
teaching job, one of the things 1 always tell
people is - take a map of Idaho and draw
a circle around each of the universities that
represents. the commuting area, then apply
to all the schools that are outside of those
circles," Rapp advises.
Both the bilingual education and secondary education curriculum offer immediate career possibilities for the' teacher
education graduate.
Dr. John Beitia, professor of special
education, has .seen a steady employment
, trend for graduates of the special education
department. In the past several years, all
available special education graduates have
found employment in their-field.
Bilingual education also provides opportunities for teacher education. graduates.
"There is a critical need in the Treasure
Valley," says Lyons. The Magic Valley
area and Minidoka County also provide
potential employment for bilingual teach-·
ers.
Brent Kidder, a long-term substitute
teacher at Boise HighSchool, received his
teaching certificate aLBSU i
.
"The only way togetjobs
is to decide
what schools' you want to teach at and to
work really hard as. a substitute, do
everything you can and make sure you
develop a good reputation for yourself, and
when something comes up, hope the stars
ate in your direction," he says.'
.
According to Lyons, "the stars" are
alreadyworking in the direction of BSU's
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Homecoming
Talent Show,8
p.m.
SPEC, free to students and $1 for the
general public.
.

~"
1'1
::,1

Gift Bazaar, FacultyWives and Women,
8 a.rn. -,8 p.m., Boisea.n Lounge, SUB,
through Nov. 5, proceeds go to scholarship
fund.

(

,
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Alumni Business Day, William Douce
speaks 'on the petroleum industry, 10:40
a.m., SPEC, free.
Boise Little Theatre Showcase Production, Talley's Folly, 8:15 p.m., tickets
$3.50, no reserved seating, through Nov. 5.

'.
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Friday, November 4
Faculty Artists Series: Julia Kole,
Donald Oakes, Joseph Baldassarre, Music
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., free.
Political Film Festival, EI Salvador:
Another Vietnam and Atomic Cafe, E-113,
at 7 p.m. Tickets $2.50 general, $1 BSU
students and personnel and seniors.
Athletics Banquet, Hall of Fame inductions, 7:30 p.m, Crystal Ballroom, Hoff
Building.

Saturdav, November 5
Bronco Boot Fun Run, 9:30 a.m., 2 miles
and 10 kilometers, entry fee $9, Varsity
Center.
Closing night, A Little Night Music, 8: 15
p.m., The Club for Women, 300 Main St.
tickets $5 adults, $4.50 seniors and students, $4 children.
Homecoming Tailgate Party, East end of
Julia Davis Park, 11 a.m,
Homecoming Game, Bronco Stadium,
1:30 p.rn. BSU Broncos play ISU Bengals.
Homecoming'Concert/Dance,
Chuck
Berry, Pavilion, tickets $8.50 general, $7.50
BSU students and alumni, available, at all
Pavilion outlets.

Charge and
Counter Charge: A film of the Era of
Senator Joe McCarthy, Bip as a Soldier,
Controlling Interests; The World of Multinational Corporations and Art in Revolution, E-112, 7 p.m., free.
Political

Film Festival,

Sunday, November 6
Arranged Image Photography,
closing
day, Boise Gallery of Art, 12 noon - 5 p.m.,
admission $.50.
Political Film Festival, Battle of Chile,
E-112, 7 p.m., tickets $1 BSU students and
personnel, $2.50 general.

Monday, November 7'
Philadelphia String Quartet, SPEC, 8
p.m., tickets $6 general,,$~ BSU students.

Tuesday, November 8
Faculty Artists Series, Carroll Meyer and
Karen Krout, Music Auditorium,
8:15

p.m.jfree.

.

Wednesday,

November 9·

Accounting Presentation, "Applications
of the Microcomputer iii ,Accounting~ "
Reed Brimhall, Audit '.Superyis6rfor
_Touche Ross ,and Co .• 7p.m;AdaLoung~,
SUB;
.
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Music alld Comedy ,'Bosco and Hines, 8
p.ni.,Loo~qutRoom,
S'lJB;Jree~ '.'
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.Thursday, Nov. 3
8 p.m.· Gator, Burt Reynolds, Jack
Weston, Lauren Hutton, Jerry Reed. A
small-time ex-con aids a federal agent in
convicting the local criminal boss,KTRV12.
Friday, Nov. 4
10 p.m.: Vietnam: A Television History,
"America's Enemy, 1954-1967," KAID-4.
Saturday, Nov. 5
6 p.m, Scaramouche, Stewart Granger,
Eleanor Parker, Janet Leigh. An illustrious
, cynic sets out to avenge his brother's death,
KAID-4.
8 p.m, The Missouri Breaks, Marlon
Brando, Jack Nicholson, Randy Quaid.
Unconventional western where a "weird as
weird can be" drifter is hired to go after
horse theives, KTRV-12:

'-~
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Sunday, Nov. 6
1 p.m. The Glass Slipper, Leslie Caron,
Michael Wilding, Estelle Winwood, musical version of Cinderella, KAlD~4.
8 p.m. Stir Crazy; Gene Wilder, Richard
Pryor. Two down-on-their-luck New York
actors on their, way to Hollywood are
wrongly convicted of bank robbery, and
escape during an interprison rodeo, KIVI6.
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Faculty wives and women to sponsor gift bazaar
TheBSU FacultyWives and Women
organization will sponsor the Gifts for all
Seasons Bazaar Nov. 3-5 in the SUB ...
The Bazaar will be open in the Boisean
Lounge Thursday and Friday from 8 a.m, to 8
p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon. Sale
items will include quilts, afghans, wreaths,
pot~e~, Christmas ornaments, jewelry and

Tuesday, Nov. 8
8 p.m, The Undefeated, John Wayne,
Rock Hudson, Bruce Cabot. A union army
colonel leads his straggly band of men to a
bloody victory, only to find that a peace
treaty had been signed three days before,
KTRV-12.

;,;r:::::~~t".,:::,
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Gosset, Jr., Barry I
Morse, John Rhys-Davies. Part I of the' .",
true story of Egypt's late president and
world leader Anwar Sadat. Part II airs-i
Thursday, KTRV-12.
'
.
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Radio
rave
,

Thursday, November 3
5:00p.m~ Afterwork Special, Ministry,
Synthy, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Sunday, November 6
11:00 p.rn. Off the Record Special,
Rainbow, 1 hr., KBBK-FM, 92.
Monday, November 7
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Graham
Parsons, Grevious Angle, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, November 8
5:00 p.rn. AfterworkSpecial,
The
Church, The Blurred Crllsade,KBSU-FM,
91.3.

-O,n-stage-'

'-.

The Bar: Carlos and Strate
Bouquet: Hi-Tops
Crazy Horse: Roadhouse Rockers
Pengilly's: Bob and Bill Shbw
.Red Lion Downto\'Vl1er: OoLaLa .
Rusty HarPoon: First Class
Sandpiper: Steve Eaton ;
'fom (irainey'lI: Dave Electroaeand the
Ghetto Blilsters
Tub Pub: Business
whIskey River:.Fanatic

stuffed animals.Prices will range from $1 to
$25.
,
The items for sale are sold on commission,
with proceeds benefitting the organization's
scholarship fund.
Those interested in selling gifts at the bazaar
should contactNancy Keppler at 343-0225 or
Helen Heales at 362~2339.
.

YWCA lunch to discuss
women novelists
The YWCA monthly discussion group
"Literature for Lunch" has chosen
"Contemporary Women Novelists" as this
year's theme.
Ann Tyler's Dinner at the Homesick
Restaurant will be discussed Nov. 10 and Bodily
Harm, by Margaret Atwood is the selection for
Dec. 8. The group meets at 720 W. Washington,
from noon to 1 p.m.
New participants are welcome, and all
participants are invited to take a sack lunch.
There is no fee for the group and no registration
is required.

-

Friday, November 4
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Fabulous
Thunderbirds, Rockin', KBSU-FM, 91.3 .
• . 7:00 p.m. The Hot Ones, Rick Springfield; 1 hr. KFXD-FM, 91.3.

./
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Duo to perform
Bosco & Hines, a duo from South Dakota,
will present a special blend of music and comedy
in a free coffee house performance Nov. 9 at 8
p.m; in the SUB Lookout.
The duo, who have been racking up credits
throughout the Midwest, finished second out of
400 acts in a talent show at the Minnesota State
Fair last year. They have performed at many
coUegesand nightclubs in South Dakota, North
Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa and Nebraska.

Faculty recital set
Music faculty members Julia Kole, Joseph
Baldassarre and Donald Oakes will perform in
recital in the music auditorium on Nov; 4 at 8:15
p.m,
'.
.
The recital is part of the Faculty Artists Series
and is free and open to the public.
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The PbiI8delplUa
Quartet
perform
. inrecittllilt
the SP,EC on Nov.
7 at8will
p.m.
'l'ickctsar~$6
generill8!inlission and $3 for BSU
,stUdents:
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.'Sondheim
play sings
,

by Val Mead
The University News
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BLT presents showcase production
y
r
1,

n

Boise Little Theatre will present Talley's
Folley as its 1983 Showcase production, Nov.
2-5. The one-act show is written by Lanford
Wilson and won the 1980 New York Drama
Critics' Award and the Pulitzer Prize.
According to director Claudia Scott, the show
is a love story set iii 1944"between a German-Jew
and a young Missouri woman. The two,
'

A Little Night Music is an evening of
waltzes, mishaps, unhappiness, happiness,
and just desserts.
.
Stage Coach, Inc., under the direction of
.David Grabarkewitz,
does justice to
Stephen Sondheim's creation.
The plot clearly bears the Sondheim
mark. It is pleasant, civilized, funny, and
almost entirely about sex, or more precisely, what sex does to relationships.
Set in Sweden at the turn of the century,
through a confused scenario leaving the
audience to wonder if everyone comes out
with the right partner in the end. The"
Broadway version won the Tony award for
the best musical of 1973.
In the Stage Coach version,
Allen
Grunerud, as the protaganist, Fredrik, is
low-key but sensitive. His character runs
the gamut from lechery to pathos. He also
displays, for the first time, according to the
program notes, the beginning of a strong
finging voice.
.
.
, Barbara Mendiola, in the role of Desiree,
.Yredri.k's once-mistress,
is charmingly
~ffective.
Her character is capable of
managing anyone and anything, except for
:~'F~edrik,the great love of her life.
.': Mendiola's rendition of "Send in the
Clowns," the show's hit song, is the high
point of an evening sparkling with brilliant
one-liners' and running repartee.
Desiree's current lover, the pea-brained
and .peacock-egoed Count Carl-Magnus, is
given full military arrogance by BSU's
Thaddeus Valdez. Bea Eichmann is the
count's long-suffering wife, Charlotte. Her
character is marvelously cynical, but with
an underlying hope that all the shenanigans

characters are played by Robert Siler and Teddi
Heise.
, Tickets are $3.50 and are available in
advance, but there is no reserved sea tins.
Curtain time is at 8: 15 p.m. The box office is
open from 12:30 to 4 p.m. and from 7 p.m, to
curtain.

.Political film festival
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will go away eventually.'
. Fredrik's flighty, still-virgin wife, Ann, is
over-played by Christina Poole, also from
BSU. Her character is. reminiscent of the'
stereotyped junior high cheerleader.
Mahlon Janzen as Fredrik's son, Henrik,
and Beverly O'Conner as the family maid,
Petra, turn in radically different performances. Janzen's character is religiously stiff
and full of guilt at falling in love with his
stepmother. His nervousnessbecomes
almost neurotic at times. O'Conner, on the
other hand, goes at lifelike it's a game with
Michelob Lite going to the winner.
Her consort, Desiree's family butler,
Frid, played adequately by Bob Snipes,
fades by comparison.
.Desiree's· daughter and mother, played
by Nancy Kokes and Sally Ahlstedt,
provide the' voices of sanity in the
wilderness, of romantic confusion. Kokes'
ingenuous wisdom contrasts Ahlstedt's
tired cynicism, with both providing commentary on what's going on.
A quintet
of singers joins in the
editorializing, "watching" the action unfold, 'and using lyrical interludes to' move
the audience through the story.
A Little Night Music is a. fine evening's
entertainment for' adults, but is probably
too subtle and too risque for the younger
set.
Tickets are $5 for adults and $4.50 for
students. The show plays Nov. 3-5 at the
'Women's Club, 3QOMain St.

'Chill' makes statements
by Brian Mason
, The University News

J
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BSU will I\ost a three-night political film
;'~:;,~:~C'"
festival Nov. 4-6 at 7 p.m, in room 112 of the
.
,"
....
education building.
William Hurt and Glenn Close headline
'.
'
Tickets forthe Nov. 4 and 6 films are $2.50
, the cast of The Big Chill, showing at- the
for general admission and $1 for students,
Mann Four-plex at Overland and Five Mile.
-senior citizens and BSU personnel. The four
The Big Chill 'Is packed with eight of
.cynical impotent Viet Nam vets, optimistic
films featured Nov.S arefree of charge.
the screen's most promising new-comers,
T~V. stars, and lonely, horny housewives
El Salvador: Another Vietnam will be paired
type-cast to perfection as a, bunch of . 'that serves as the meat ofthestory.
with the docu-comedy Atomic Cafe to lead off
now-successful graduates from the sixties.
. Director Lawrence Kasdanmakes
statethe series Friday, Nov.4. The documentary
At least, most of them are successful; at
ments about growing older; realizing the
comparison ofthe Central American country to
least, partly successful. Okay. They only
inevitability of death,and
making all that
Vietnam has been updated since theoriginal'
look like it;
gung-ho colIege rhetoric fly in the real
film was produced for PBS in 1981 to give the
The eight former college revolutionaries
world. Whether or not the early cynical
Iatest view of the situation in EI Salvador.
converge at the South Carolina mansion of
tone of the movie shifts. to a more
Thefour films on Saturday, Nov. 5, will
one of them, mourning' the suicide of their·
optimistic vein will be left.to the decisionof
begin with a documentary tracing the career of
inspirational ringleader. We never find out
the viewer.
-Sen. Josepl\McCarthy, in Charge and
.
who this genius was, orwhy-hehad
the
Younger teenagers will undoubtedly be
Countercharge: A Film ojtheEra a/Senator
charm of' a thousandCharles
Boyers, but
affected by some of the subtlermessages
Joe McCarthy. Marcel Marceau's Bip asa
the constant mooning the others do getsa
conveyed by the picture, two of the most
Soldier, Controlling Interests: The World 0/
little syrupy.
",mpClrtant
being drug use is so acceptable as
MultinationalCbrporations,
and a .
. The script of this ,movie is full of, fun,.to
be almost boring, and intimate sex is
documentary about the 1917 Russian
philosophical humor. For once,' listening
i>eflnissible with whoever. can .be cajoled
Revohition,Art in Revolution, will complete
closely pays off, and the dividends arelots
into it.
-'. .............'
.. ' Saturday's offerings.
.'.
of laughs.: . .'.
.
'The
actors come of(veryreaJ., most of
The Battle a/Chile, a3-hour Chilean
Thefriendshipsofthe
past rely mostly on
lhe,plotisentirelybel,eveable,
and the
documentary, will close out the series S11nday,
Jnistycfond memories when the group first,mllDQr-,(:hiU-offsetkeeps
lhedrive
going.
NOY.6.'It details the events.leadingto the fall of' .. get5togethe .., but '8stheirweekendskips'
Si:l:}jhis,one.fora'couple
j9f. hoursPf
SalvildotAllende during the early 1970s. .' _,
along,thisclwcolatli.coating
quickly, wears:
entertainment and wonderful escape to the
The Four Star Film Series ~sponsored.bythe:
"off"Juld
t1iecast, must.eithersink
orput·
' PAAt,' '
.
StudentPfograrilsBoard.
'.
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The most noticeable effect of the quake
occurred in. the seven-story-tall. Education.
Building, which swayed "about
eight
inches or so," during the initial shock,
according to A.E. McGinnis, director of
the BSU physical plant; . .
.
Employees working on the seventh floor
of the building reported feeling a slight
bulge in the floor on thenorth side of the
building following the quake.
After removing the carpet, McGinnis'
crews reported finding a bulge one-quarter .
inch high and ten feet .long in the floor,
accompanied by a small crack.
MCGinnis says officials from CH2M
Hill,' the architectural firm that designed
the building, were swamped with phone
calls from people all over the state
requesting inspections of buildings, and as
a res_ult, would not. be inspecting the
Education Building until Monday.
"Really, it's not very severe," McGinnis
said, however, "and there's no threat-to
safety at all. IIi fact, we're not even certain
it (the damage) was caused by the quake. It
could be just something that has occurred
in the normal course of the building's life
and somebody just noticed it."
McGinnis' crews also responded to a
number of reports of stuck doors on
campus. But while McGinnis· agreed that
"any time a building moves an inch or so
there's bound to be some changes," he
noted that "we get a couple reports of stuck
doors every day. It's just that now
everybody is giving the quake credit for
anything they notice like that."
McGinnis also said the light stands above
Bronco Stadium "did a dance like a jig"
when the quake struck, but when it was
over, "amazingly," all but one individual'
light remained in focus on the field. The
one that didn't had turned around and was
pointing at Broadway Avenue.
Nevertheless, McGinnis said his staff was
conducting an extensive documentation of
any damage on campus that might be
related'to the quake because "if this area is
included in any disaster designation, you

'Turtle.

Geophysics student surveying a level line across the southern
Elkhorn Creek.

end of .the fault break near

returned to the buildings.
Later thatafternoon, about 2:30 p.m., a
second, stronger, aftershock rocked the
campus unexpectedly, causing the top floor
of the Education Building to sway about
three to four inches.
"After the third shock, all you saw was
heels leaving the building," McGinnis said.
"They'd had enough, and I can't blame
them: I don't think they (the faculty) will
get in trouble (with thestate) for leaving
early, though."
McGinnis admitted "it definitely (had)
been an interesting day. " Besides the
quake, smoke from an overheating motor
in the ventilation system at the Liberal Arts
Building triggered a fire alarm that resulted
in a partial evacuation of the building.
"It was a little embarrassing, after the
quake, when you'd just checked and told
everybody everything was OK, and then see
those fire. trucks go racing by," McGinnis
said.
'For members of the geology department
it was a positively hectic day that began

don't want to miss out on having the
documentation that you'd need to qualify
for whatever federal money might be
available to fix things."
The quake struck at 8:06 a.m, and was
felt for 20 to 30 seconds, according to most
observers. Its "local apparent magnitude"
was 4.9 to 5.4 on the Richter scale, which is
described as "having been felt by all and
capable of slight damage," according to
Dr. Claude Spinosa, head of the BSU
geology department.
Following the initial quake the Education
Building was evacuated immediately, but
most students and staff returned to the
building after a few minutes of checking
their pulse rates and collecting their wits.
At about 9 a.m. McGinnis received a call
from the Boise Fire Department warning
that a second quake was expected soon, and
the Education Building and the dorms on
the west side of campus were evacuated.
The first aftershock,' a relatively mild
one, didn't strike until nearly noon
however, by which time most people pad
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with the department's seismograph wildly
waving' its tracing. pens. completely off the
scale for nearly IS minutesidue
to the
device's proximity tothe' quake epicenter.
Within minutes the department
was
flooded with phone calls from the. news
media seeking confirmationof
and supplementary information concerningthe quake.
Despite a hurriedly called mid-morning
'pressconfererice, throughout the day those
members of the department not preparing
to head to. the quake site were bombarded
by questions from the media,
One geology student; research assistant
Chuck Meissner, actually had predicted
earlier this. summer that an earthquake
would occur sometime' later this year in
Idaho, but his prediction
involved .a
different fault.system than the one where
the quake actually struck.
According to Spinosa, Friday's quake
was not part of the fault system that
triggered the 1959 Yellowstone quake,
which killed over 300-people when the top
of a mountain slid into the Hegden Lake
campground. Friday's' quake involved a
fault system. that roils from Nevada
through eastern Idaho to the Challis and
Mackay area, Spinosa said.
Meissner's prediction,he noted, involved
the fault system that runs through western
.Idaho and includes the Boise front area,
which is the separation point between the
Idaho Batholith and the Snake River Plain.
But, he noted, such predictions are "50
percent science and 50 percent luck."
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Motorcycle
Pete.

Helmet.

$25.00. 336-2945,
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Valley Gym, ,6505 Ustick, 322-7418.
Tired of overcrowding? Try Boise's finest
bodybuilding & free weight, gym. Spectacular fall discount.
Jobs overseas M/F (including Australia,
South Pacific, Europe, Africa, Alaska,
Cruise Ships, Airlines). All occupations.
Temporary and full time. $20,000 to
$60,000; Call now, 206-736-5103 Ext. 145.
TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES
OVERSEASl All fields, all levels. Graduating seniors are encouraged to apply now.
For details, please send a self-addressed,
stamped, long envelope to: FRIENDS OF
WORLD TEACHING. P.O. Box 1049.
San Diego, CA 92112-1049.

Slugboya Sluggirl

by" Joe Limuce

UH-OH. THE
TEAM'S IN rROU6I.E

YOU WOK.
WEIRD,BILL..

WHAT'g THI:.
MAT1'E.1Z.?

and

Babette Puresseux

The amazing slugs who go to college

I DUNNO. f~E.l.s

l.IKE. SOMETHINGCOW AND SLIMY

ON MY BACK!

\Ii Golden Retriever - \Ii Black Lab pups,
$10.00. 345-7558 evenings.

RENT WASHER OR DRYER. $15.00/
month and up. Thompson's Inc. 344-5179
Monday through Friday.

TRY THE

The Real Puzzle"

The Real Puzzle'" Solution

Be Sirius

Washout

by Don Rubin
What do you suppose people
In other parts of the galaxy
sec when they look back at

'

us?

Each of the groups of stars
at the right is part of an Imaginary ccnstettatlcn
listed
below. See if you can match
them

up (or down. depending

on your point of view).
Connecting the stars isn't
necessary. although we've

f"'

done so wHh

!

one to prove

we're not completely crazy.

-Arcus Aurei
(The Golden Arches).
-Mercedes-Benz
-AlariLogo
_Malum Magnum
(The Big Apple)
_Proctor-Silex
(The Iron)
_Olympus

!

'

(01.1-2)

_Gr·r-eat Tony
(The Tiger)
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Clothing. Ornaments.
Sweaters. Gifts .Toys
Jewelry • Folk.Art e
Stocking Stuffers
~ unique collection from
around the world for
Men, Women &
Children

All Items 15 % 'Off
Chandlee Bldg. 5th & Idaho
338·9234
Mon-Fri: l Oam-Spm
Sat: 10·5
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The first three persons tobring the
correct solution of the 'real puzzle' to

ith~(Jn-iters'ill-1~e~·

I
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Office,[2nd f1o,prSUBjwill receive a
Bronco Rainier T -Shirt from
'"
RAINIER BEER
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WHEN ARMY NURSES MOVE, THE.
TAKE·THEIRSENIORITYWITH THEM.
Army nurses are officers. They never lose status by moving, as so often
happens in civilian hospitals.
In fact, the Army encourages mobility and growth. You're encouraged to
continue your education in clinical specialties such as Intensive Care, OR,
Pediatrics, OB or Anesthesiaand to attend conferences both inside andoutside
the Army.
If you have a BSNand are registered to practice in the US or Puerto Rico, or
you're still a student, talk to an Army Nurse Recruiter.
It could be a very happy move.
.,
Call Sergeant First Class Don Marshall or Sergeant First Class Don Downum
collect in Salt LakeCityat801-524-4568.
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A brief guide t()r~fll~Q.qqhr~a.lstudetlts
,

by Edith Decker
The University News

I

, !

Student s

As I am inundated with the quips of Real
Men Don't Eat Quiche, and the female
answer, Real Women Don't Pump Gas,
I've takenit upon myself to write a chapter
or two on ,the "real student."
Real students register for the draft, bite
pencils, wear white cotton underwear,
answer the annoying TV commercials, and
sing in the shower.
On the other hand, unreal students carry
signs on picket lines, use only black-ink
pens, wear lacy or colored silk underwear
(depending on the sex of the wearer), and
are the same people who arrange their
textbooks in' alphabetical order according
to the last name of the author.
Real students go to movies like Tootsie,
Raiders of the Lost Ark, the Star Wars
trilogy and anything with any of the former
cast of Saturday Night Live.
Unreal students see Ghandi, Ice Castles,

Joe Academic is back

'.

• j

In the Oct. 6 issue' of The University
News Edith Decker Columnist wrote an
article titled "Learning the library involves
plenty of legwork." This was Ms. Decker's
humorous view of a BSU student attempting to use the university library.
But members of the library faculty and
staff are concerned about the high number
of BSU students who are unskilled in the
use of this library and therefore any. library.
Ms. Decker's article seemed to them less
humorous and more tragic. They hope the
following piece will encourage students to
see the library in a positive light.
Joe Academic is back. He comes with the
realization
that the library does not
dispense knowledge nor even humility. He
knows that the library is complex and that
he needs to learn library skills just ashe
developed study and test-taking skills.
Joe also realizes that librarians, staff and
student assistants in the library are there to
help him develop those skills to locate
needed information and resources.
.
Let's retrace Joe's steps. Armed with his
research paper topic, knowing as he does
that the "easy research paper" is an illusion
to be left behind with his letter jacket at
Bulloni High, he enters the university
library. He has come equipped with paper,
pencil and a bushel of common sense.
Joe knows that he can use books. and
periodical articles for his paper. One thing
at a time. First he wants to locate books on
his topic. Because he wants only the newest
books he bypasses the card catalog and
takes a seat at one of the COM catalogs
where he selects from the group of subject
microfiche the one in which his heading
appears.
Finding titles that sound good, Joe writes
down the call numbers given on the last line
of each catalog entry. Using the microfiche
reader was easy and a lot better than
thumbing through cards.
To save time, Joe decides to locate
periodical articles before going upstairs to
get his books. He could walk down the hall

.

·val

.,

-

original contamination, and wash out the
tub with Clorox before getting in for a
shower.
, Female real students let their make-up
rub off on thepillow while unrealsspend
$80 per month on cleansing cream.
.Unreal students have Picasso prints and
, posters with inspirational poems on them
for their walls. Reals have pin-ups of their
favorite naked model. (Choices occasional..ly depend on the sex of the pinner). They
also have coasters and napkins of all the
bars they've visited pinned up on their
bulletin board.
'
Unreals take classes like accounting,
technical drawing, diagnostic and operative
coding and administrative law.
Reals take karate, English composition,
U.S. History and anything with the word
"introduction"
in front of it.
Those are the basic characteristics and
practices of the real and unreal student.
Now, you too can classify your friends and
neighbors.

.

.

Annie, . The Omen and anything with
Richard Gere.
As far as TV goes, real students watch
M*A *S*H, Late Night With David Letterman, Dallas or Falcon Crest or anything
with corruption. They can't understand
why Wizards and Warriors was taken off
the air.
Unreals tune in to channel four on a daily
, basis. They enjoy Wall Street Week, The
McNeil Lehrer Report and Tic Tac Dough.
The more sentimental ones watch any soap
opera and tune· in. to Fantasy Island to
salivate over Mr. Roarke or his lovelies
(once again, depending on the sex of the
salivator).
Unreal students read the Wall Street
Journal, James Michener novels, actually
enjoyed Crime and Punishment and peruse

James Joyce for, pleasure. The sentimental
unrealsfill their reading days with volumes
upon volumes of Harlequin romances. Real
students don't read unless threatened with
cruel and unusual punishment.
Now for food: Reals eat Cornflakes
while unreals eat' Grapenuts. The, real
student never eats soybean burgers just
because someone has told them that they
contain beef. They know about lies. The
real student eats. lasagne, pizza and tacos
with sour cream.
The real student sweats about dates,
tests, zits and the cute married professor
they're lusting over. Unreals don't sweat.
Real students change their sheets once a
,month to the standing ovation of their
roommates. Unreal students change their
sheets weekly - to the precise hour of

him make the most effective use of his time
while in the library.
Considering that the library is underfunded, Joe is satisfied that he receives
professional
help and sufficient
information
to
complete
his
class
candy machine for M & M's to sooth his
assignments.
munchies on his way home. Joe did not eat
So prepare decathlones-don't
wait for
in the library because he recognizes that
food attracts paper-eating bugs and that ~ your time to come. Sign up for a library
tour (offered at the beginning of each
there is not sufficient custodial help to
semester). Do it now, learn how good
clean up the debris from thousands of
munching library users .
library use skilis can help you with your
. Joe returns to the library often during the
coursework now and in the future.
semester. He requests readings put on
As you know, Joe Academic is now
reserve by his professors, listens to tapes in
ruining the curve in two of your classes.
the CRC, prepares a dynimite paper on the.
Environmental
Protection Agency using
by David Baldwin
government documents, plans a backLibrarian of curriculum resource center
packing trip using-topographic maps, scans
the San Francisco Chronicle whenever he
had a chance, and above all, finds that the
librarians and the staff are there to help'

Letters 'to·the editor .
.
,
and browse through the magazines until he
finds (if ever) what he wants or he could use
the indexes. Common sense guides him to
the reference room. So far, no help needed.
He looks around and sees that there are
over 200 abstracts and indexes in addition
to the familiar Reader's Guide. Time to ask
for help.
Joe approaches the reference desk 'and
explains to the librarian the nature of his
research. The librarian shows him several
indexes and explains their use. Not bad. All
he had to do was ask.
With citations to articles in journals'
which he had verified the library owned,
Joe finds that the periodicals are shelved in
alphabetical order. Joe's superb knowledge
of the alphabet song leads him to all but
one of the journals. A student assistant
helps him find the last one, which had just
been used by someone else.
Pockets jangling with quarters (the
co~iers do make change), Joe copies seve,ra\
articles to refer to later.
c
Now to the upper floors for books. By'
using Library
Information
Series #
"Location of Materials and Collections,"
and consulting the directional signs, Joe is
able to match his call number letters with
the appropriate floors. On the third and
fourth floors Joe finds that there are
markers on the ends of each range telling
him what is shelved in each aisle. He also
finds another COM catalog on each floor
(How handy! In case he'd forgotten to
write down the whole call number).
With books in hand Joe returns to the
circulation
desk near the first floor
entrance to check them out. Joe knows he
will have other assignments, which would
require library use, so as he prepares to
leave he picks up the other ten free
"Library Information Series" sheets displayed by the entrance/exit to the library.
Joe exits the library through the security
gate with a click, not a beep.stopping at the
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IF THERE'S.LEADERSHIP IN YOU,
OCS CAN BRING IT OUT.
".

{1,
'If'

~1,!

t~~ll".

'{/~~,:

()CS (Army Officer Candidate School) is a 14-week challenge to all that's
in you ...the mental, the physical, the spirit that are part of what makesa leader.
HOeS were casv.Itcouldn't
do the job; Itwouldn't bring out the leader
in you, or help you discover what you have inside.
.
But when you finish and graduate as a commissioned officer in the Army,
you'll know. You'll know you have whatit takes tolead. And you'll be trim,
alert, fit. and ready to exercise the leadership skills that civilian companies
look for.
.
If you're about to get your degree and you want to develop your leadership
.uhilitv, take the OCS challenge.
.
Call your local Arrn v Recruiter and ask about OCS.
Call Sergeant First Class Don Marshall or Sergeant First Class Don Downum
collect in Salt Lake Citv atH~" 1·:;24·4561".
.
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~ Tickets are:
I $3.00 students, seniors,
\
faculty and staff, and
~$6.00 general admission
1 and may be purchased at
1 D'Alessandro's, Dunkley
IMusic, and the BSU Union
~Station'J

~
~
~
~

;!~ Th,i.S
concert is s.pons.ored by
the Idaho Commission on the
1 Arts and Weste. rn St.ates Arts
~ Foundation with funds from
J the National Endowment
for
.~ the Arts, the Safeco Company,
~,.and
.: th,.e.Studen,t Programs
i Board of BoiseState·
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Broncos begin crucial sequence of games
by Steve Woychick The University News

.

The Boise State Broncos continued their
offensive metamorphosis and overcame a
major defensive obstacle to gain an
emotional 38-27 victory Saturday over .Big
Sky Conferance adversary Weber State
College.
'
The offense -began to play up to its
potential two weeks ago in BSU's 42-0
thrashing' of Montana State. The victory
was a costly one for the Broncos, however,
as they lost senior defensive tackle Michel
Bourgeau for the season to his third knee
injury in as many years.
But a pre-game speech Saturday by Jeff
Caves, Bourgeau's friend and teammate on
the defensive line, struck an emotional
nerve in the Broncos, who emerged from
Wildcat Stadium with their second consecutive conference victory of the season.
"I think most- of the defense are
self-motivators, but it also' helps when
other guys push you in the butt, like
coaches are really good at that. They really
know how to get you fired up and push you
and make you go a little harder," Bourgeau

Subal---Continued from front page
shows many times would run ten nights
because of the limited space. More important says 'Lauterbach, the theater was
very uncomfortable for audiences. "There
was no air conditioning or heat control.
In the winter, it was too cold and in the
spring, too hot."
,
He thinks the additional space in the
Morrison also will be nice. In the current
location, students have had to practice in
the lobby, hallways or out on the grass.
"There's just been no room."
Lauterbach says that he's looking forward to putting together the spirit of the
students and the Morrison Center. "We've
trained a lot of people here in the Subal;"
and according to him, spirit is more
important than architecture. But, he says,
"It's niceto have both."
In fact, the only spirit that he expects will
be missing is the ghost, since the Morrison
Center is, at least at present; sans spectre.

Sports
&. fitness ..
.
.

said.
Caves proved to be good at that, too, as
Boise State defeated the third-place Wildcats, despite the absence of Bourgeau, the
team's leading tackler.
Caves observed that,' "Without motivation you're just a robot. Without
emotion football is not even a sport, it'd
be just a brutal game, much like the
pre-historic dinosaur days.
"Without emotion and without that
feeling of joy and of hate and of fear and
the thrill of victory and conquest, it's just
not worth it."
Caves and Bourgeau both came to BSU
as freshmen in 1980; the year the Broncos
won the NCAA Division I-AA Championship. Besides Caves and Bourgeau, only
four other Broncos from that team remain
on the current squad.
Bourgeau and Caves were joined on the
defensive line by Mark Koch in I?82. Koch

Dr. Robert Boren, chairman of the BSU
and expects the bulk of the funds to be used
Lauterbach believes things have finally
Communications. department says that the
in revamping the heating, sewer and
come full circle for the Music-Drama
Morrison Center originally was intended as .
electrical systems in the building.
Building. There are still signs of BSU's
a humanities center, incorporating both the
According to McGinnis, "You might as
original radio club in the .building. Outside
communications
department and KBSU.
well
gut
the
whole
electrical
sYJitem."
of Dr. Robert Ericson's .office, above his
But there simply was not enough money to
There also will be the problem of making
office door, is the little red light that
make room for the department.
'
the building accessible to handicapped
marked the radio club's control room.
students. He mentioned the possibility of . , The Arts-Drama Department will begin
Lauterbach calls the Music-Drama buildthe slow, laborious job of moving from its
installing an elevator, although there is
ing "a rabbit warren" and says the one
current location to the Morrison Center in
some question- as' to whether or not the
thing that he'll be giving up by moving to
mid-December. According to McGinnis,
$400,000 will cover the costs of an elevator
the Morrison Center is watching the birds
the task of moving an entire department,
fly out of the closets from the building's ' along with all the other repairs.
which has been entrenched in one small
The Music-Drama Building and the
eaves.
building for some 15 years, will not be an
Subal originally were slated to be torn
The Subal Theater and the Music-Drama
easy one.
down and used as the site for the Morrison
Building will go through some major
,. Every nook and cranny is used," agrees
Center. But for reasons unknown to
changes as the Arts-Drama Department
Lauterbach. The hardest thing about the
McGinnis,they chose the current site and
moves out 'and the Communications
move he says will be finding everything.
left the. building standing without a future.
Department along with KBSU radio, move
in Mid-December.
'
The renovation is expected to cost BSU
$400,000, although the bulk of the money is
coming from the state.
WAS .:TusrANOTHER ,C NtINUS
"Right now," says A.E. McGinnis,
SOIl-, SCIeNCe. MA:TOR director of the BSU Physical plant, "plans
UNTIl. THEY SIlW MY NAME IN ...
are very tentative." He says that little of the
money will be spent on the outside structure.. r" '

..-----,---------------

EVEN STRAIGHT.#:5 CAN"

HELP IF·YOU FWNK TUITION.
Todav, the toughest thing about going
to ,'"Ik'ge is finding the money to pay t(lr it.
Rut Army ROTC can hclp-vtwo

wavs'
First. you can apply t(lr an Army

ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
hooks, and supplies, and pays you
up to S 1,~l()(leach school vcar it's
in effect.
But even itvourc nor a
scholarship recipient. r\;':,.
ROT~ can still help \ I&l,.: '
with financial ass istance-_uptO~l.l\\~
a year tor your
- "-.",
last two years in fI '~':?I;'
the program.
~ ~Y;~!..
For more
.
information.
contact your
Professor of
Military Science.

,\~,:.:!

rYdAt

;\i_.i"iIl

ARMY ROTC.

BEAU.YOU CAM BE.

came to Boise State after receiving a knee
injury during his senior year in high school,
which caused the University of Michigan to
withdraw its scholarship offer. He is
currently among the top defensive linemen
in the conference ..
Bourgeau from Montreal,
Canada,
Caves from. Camarillo, Calif., and Koch
from Kitchener, Canada, have become
close friends both on and off the field and
their unity on the defensive line has helped
to make Boise State the top-ranked defense
in the conference and 18th in all of division
I-AA. The presence of 6'5 245 pound
Bourgeau will be greatly missed' on the
defensive line, however.
This weekend the Broncos will face
Idaho State University in a must-win game
for both teams. The Bengals have a 3-1
conference mark, and arc in second place,
while the Broncos are 2-2 in Big Sky
competition.

Last week the Bengals whipped Cal-State
Fullerton 43-10 in a non-conference battle.
The Broncos were beaten by CSF 13-10 in
the first game of the year.
'
The Broncos seem to have come of age
since then, howevervIncreasing
their
average points-per-game by over seven '
points since the first four games and
reducing their average points against, by
11.5 in the same length of time.
The turn-around couldn't have come at a
better time. With three conference games
left in the regular season, BSU has its work
cut out for them.
'
Following the ISU game the Broncos will
face Northern Arizona and then travel to
the University of Idaho for the season
finale. Three victories would be needed if
the Broncos are to have a shot at second
place in the Big Sky Conference standings
and a possible berth in the Division I-AA
play-offs.
'
Although two of Boise State's final three
contests will be played in Bronco Stadium,
the Broncos will have to contend' with two
nationally-ranked opponents. Idaho Sta,te
currently is rated 15th in Division I-AA
while the Vandals are 19th.
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